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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! It is #DisabilityPrideMonth, so let’s chat about #migraine and disability:
how we think about disability and the impacts. See you at 1p ET. Preview questions & chat tips here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well
as possible. If it’s your first time participating, you can find chat tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I’m Beth, the host of #MigraineChat, joining you from Vermont on this (American) holiday. Who is
around today to chat? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable (i.e., you don’t
have to disclose anything health related). 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Hi #MigraineChat! I'm Sari joining from Boston where I am sewing and riding out this
attack, waiting for the sumatriptan to kick in 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Other reminders: (3) Twitter is public, so share only what feels comfortable. (4) Please don’t use GIFs
or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. (5) Click #MigraineChat, then latest, to see the
chat in real time. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While you continue intros, I want to remind everyone to (1) Include #MigraineChat in all tweets. (2)
Use A1, A2, etc., to reply to Q1, Q2, etc., or quote tweet These make following the chat easier. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
For clarity, with the exception of the last question: if I ask about disability, it doesn’t mean you have to
have a diagnosis for your symptoms or receive formal Disability benefits. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
July is #DisabilityPrideMonth. Disability is not a monolith. Whether you consider yourself disabled is
very personal, as are any barriers you’ve faced due to disability. These questions might also be
personal and opinions varied. Please respect each others’ answers. #MigraineChat 

Eman Rimawi-Doster @Eman_Rimawi 
RT @beth_morton: July is #DisabilityPrideMonth. Disability is not a monolith. Whether you consider
yourself disabled is very personal, as are any barriers you’ve faced due to disability. These questions
might also be personal and opinions varied. Please respect each others’ answers. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Do you consider yourself disabled? Have you always or has this changed over the course of your
experience with #migraine (and/or other conditions)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Ddu58hXG1z 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Crew Dog/OSV here from South Florida, where everyone is partying on
sandbars without masks and the positivity rate is over 20%.  

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hello I’m Alex! Gloomy day here today #MigraineChat 
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Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A1. I do! Migraine has an impact on every day and every decision I make. For the first
year or so I was chronic I struggled with considering myself disabled due to various internalized
ableisms, but being in conversation with the disability community changed that. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: I do consider myself disabled. I fought that label for a long time (hello, internalized
ableism!) but as my daily migraine & POTS got worse, I learned to embrace it. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. Yes I’m on disability for migraine. I began realizing I was disabled when migraine
interfered tremendously with work and school. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
 July’s edition with the amazing and wonderful @carmenrfiallo  Every month I’ll be interviewing

BIPOC patients, healthcare providers, or advocates to highlight their work #MigraineChat (1/3)
https://t.co/HKOSrbVxO5 

Nicole Melzack (they/them) @nmelzack 
A1 #MigraineChat Yes. I consider myself disabled. This started when I read "chronic and enduring" in
doctors notes. Not when I was so unwell I couldn't do anything or had to go inpatient. When I saw a
doctor describe my condition as chronic and enduring. 1/2 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1: Migraineur for 20+ years. Did not consider myself disabled until I
developed MCAS/JHS. Not knowing much about the disabled community, I didn't think I qualified.
Learned a lot once I finally connected with the disabled community on Twitter. 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you consider yourself disabled? Have you always or has this changed
over the course of your experience with #migraine (and/or other conditions)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/Ddu58hXG1z 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @beth_morton: July is #DisabilityPrideMonth. Disability is not a monolith. Whether you consider
yourself disabled is very personal, as are any barriers you’ve faced due to disability. These questions
might also be personal and opinions varied. Please respect each others’ answers. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A1. Yes, but I didn’t identify as disabled until migraine completely derailed my life. I’ve been disabled
my whole life (neurodiverse), but I didn’t realize it until the last few years. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. How open are you with others - friends, family, colleagues, acquaintances, etc. - about your
#migraine or #migraine-related limitations? If it varies by context, can you share how or why?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/OnYWaaVtrs 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1. I do now consider myself disabled. I came to this identification a few years ago as
I learned more through #NEISvoid and other disability twitter resources. In hindsight, my EDS has
been disabling at least since I was twelve. #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. How open are you with others - friends, family, colleagues, acquaintances,
etc. - about your #migraine or #migraine-related limitations? If it varies by context, can you share how
or why? #MigraineChat https://t.co/OnYWaaVtrs 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Completely open and transparent, the way migraine impacts my life is no different
than the kind of work I do, my hobbies or how I take my coffee. It’s a part of me and I refuse to treat it
as taboo or something I shouldn’t bring up. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A2. I’m really pretty open, about migraine and about other disability-related limitations,
now that my #LongCovid makes those limitations inescapably obvious. My coworkers, who I’m least
open with, still know I can’t drive and why my shared screen looks weird/dark. #MigraineChat 
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kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A2. I’m quite open about having migraine but I’m cautious still because I hate getting unsolicited
medical advice and I almost always do when I tell a new person #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A2. I'm moderately-to-mostly open? Most of the variation comes from A, how often we
interact and B, how bad my anxiety/internalized BS is acting up that day C, how willing I am to admit
to myself that Thing X is a limitation (it's hard in here*) #MigraineChat *in my brain 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2: Tough question! I no longer feel awkward about the
accommodations I give myself (hat/glasses/etc.). And I have become more comfortable stating my
limitations. But my family of origin has no compassion, & I seldom ask them for accommodations b/c I
don't want 1/ 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A2b. At this point in my journey of disability acceptance, I don’t see much reason to
hold back about these things. I *DO* still feel anxious about telling new people, or telling my boss I am
unwell and won’t be at my best/need time off to recover, though. #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: July is #DisabilityPrideMonth. Disability is not a monolith. Whether you consider
yourself disabled is very personal, as are any barriers you’ve faced due to disability. These questions
might also be personal and opinions varied. Please respect each others’ answers. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: I'm transparent about my limitations/accommodations but cagey about how I'm
feeling. 'Yes, I need to lay down not go out, but really I'm fine, it's nbd.' I know my boundaries are
valid, but I don't want to deal with awkwardness or pity. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A2 cont. I'm more likely to be open with you if we work* together closely, if you've shown yourself
open to hearing and reacting to it, if I value our relationship *(all kinds of work -- occupational, hobby,
communal, etc) #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Refilling (one of) my weekly med organizers during #MigraineChat, how appropriate. 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2 cont: the hassle/debate that will follow. When my neighbors ask, I
tell them the truth about why I am using my accommodations. But I seldom ask for accommodations in
a social setting. Basically, I take care of myself to the best of my ability, but don't ask 2/ 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@sagetoko I have to do the same once #MigraineChat wraps! 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
A1: Hmmm I’m getting there. Like I know I am but there are parts of my situation that make me feel
like it’s not right to publicly identify in that way! So I guess I’d say I kinda do but haven’t fully embraced
it yet. Baby steps I guess? Lol. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2 cont I’m realizing this answer is heavily influenced by only having contact with my
parents primarily for the last two years. Kind of hard to really evaluate when I don’t have contact with
outside world #MigraineChat 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
A1. Yes, I do consider myself disabled but only after chronic migraine made me lose my job. I’ve had
migraine my whole life and frequently wonder how things would have been different if I understood it
as a disability earlier. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
RT @beth_morton: July is #DisabilityPrideMonth. Disability is not a monolith. Whether you consider
yourself disabled is very personal, as are any barriers you’ve faced due to disability. These questions
might also be personal and opinions varied. Please respect each others’ answers. #MigraineChat 
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Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
RT @beth_morton: For clarity, with the exception of the last question: For clarity, with the exception of
the last question: if I ask about disability, it doesn’t mean you have to have a diagnosis for your
symptoms or receive formal Disability benefits. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time participating, you can find chat tips here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

One Sick Vet   @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #migraineChat A2 cont: for anything from others. 3/3 

Dr. Y. Ramos   @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton Some days I do and others don’t. But I have noticed how my migraines have changed
with time. Including certain foods, at what time I go to sleep, etc #Migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Good point. I feel similarly. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@beth_morton Hi! Just joining!! Enjoying my day off and happy to be part of this chat! It’s my first
doing this one. Recently accepted that I’ve been having migraines instead of just headaches 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. What spaces (environments) are most accommodating of your #migraine-related limitations? In
contrast, what spaces are least accommodating? Can you share why? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/ljpaoozLUH 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
RT @beth_morton: While you continue intros, I want to remind everyone to (1) Include #MigraineChat
in all tweets. (2) Use A1, A2, etc., to reply to Q1, Q2, etc., or quote tweet These make following the
chat easier. 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
RT @beth_morton: Other reminders: Other reminders: (3) Twitter is public, so share only what feels
comfortable. (4) Please don’t use GIFs or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. (5) Click
#MigraineChat, then latest, to see the chat in real time. 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton There’s this weird “my whole life is isolated this my routine and how I live of course
migraine and any accommodations are just a part of that” that’s happening and maybe it’s just sped
up the being at peace with it part of illness #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@queenofnodx Welcome! Glad to have you joining #MigraineChat! 

Rachel McDonald, Ph.D (She/Her) @rachel7mcdonald 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. How open are you with others - friends, family, colleagues, acquaintances,
etc. - about your #migraine or #migraine-related limitations? If it varies by context, can you share how
or why? #MigraineChat https://t.co/OnYWaaVtrs 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
A3. I’d like to say I’m pretty open but I do downplay my symptoms, especially at work. I’m lucky to be
in a position where I don’t have to hide my disability at work #MigraineChat 

Nicole Melzack (they/them) @nmelzack 
A3 At the moment being able to 'work from home' for my PhD has been excellent. I can take breaks
and nap, have an ice pack on my head, wear sunglasses etc without feeling awkward about it.
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton I’m open with my parents and some friends who truly understand this condition. Others
think I make it up, cause on the outside we all look fantastically fine. You try to explain, but some don’t
understand it. So I have stopped explaining and just deal with it. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
A2: Not that open at all. Trying to be better about that though. I’m just very used to acting like I am ok.
#MigraineChat 
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Molly Gordon @shaboom 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What spaces (environments) are most accommodating of your #migraine-
related limitations? In contrast, what spaces are least accommodating? Can you share why?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/ljpaoozLUH 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3. Hard to answer. While I’ve realized I had migraine even before my major
#LongCovid symptom onset, it became intractable then, and with the pandemic, living with my
parents, and being high-risk myself I’m mostly home these days. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. How open are you with others - friends, family, colleagues, acquaintances,
etc. - about your #migraine or #migraine-related limitations? If it varies by context, can you share how
or why? #MigraineChat https://t.co/OnYWaaVtrs 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you consider yourself disabled? Have you always or has this changed
over the course of your experience with #migraine (and/or other conditions)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/Ddu58hXG1z 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
I do the same basically! #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What spaces (environments) are most accommodating of your #migraine-
related limitations? In contrast, what spaces are least accommodating? Can you share why?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/ljpaoozLUH 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: home with my dad is both the most & least. My home is dimly lit & my bedroom is
set up for migraine, including WFH through an attack. But dad needs everything loud & doesn't help
me much unless I ask repeatedly. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 the spaces I create for myself are most accommodating. Bright, busy spaces like
grocery stores and restaurants would be least accommodating. I’ve mostly stopped going in them
since maybe 2018 as a result. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3b. Anywhere with fluorescent lights was a trigger for a long time, which meant that
doctor’s offices, basically the only place outside the home that I went, were ... not fun. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@sagetoko @beth_morton Oh yes doctors offices are bad. Especially when they’ve got the tv blaring
too. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@sagetoko This is very real. I’m wanting to not hold back but still a bit hesitant. I definitely feel you on
the anxiety. I had to open up to my supervisor a bit (went well!) but the lead up was so nerve
wracking. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton I go through the exact same things 😩 it’s definitely hard!
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: It took a bit even after I became chronic/severely limited. Understanding migraine
better, working through internalized ableism, & also getting on SSDI (a far from perfect process, to put
it mildly) led to me being like “yep i’m disabled.” #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A3: Any sensory-free space, like my room. The least accommodating is my job or
being on public spaces if it happens there. Department stores with all the perfumes is bad. Being
close to someone with strong cologne or perfume.  #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A2: I’m open with my parents and some friends who truly understand this condition.
Others think I make it up, cause on the outside we all look fantastically fine. You try to explain, but
some don’t understand it. So I have stopped explaining and just deal with it. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Do you have an “invisible” disability *and* a visible one? If your disabled experience is different for
one versus the other (i.e., experiences with stigma, access, accommodations), how so?
#Migrainechat https://t.co/t2uplCUrmS 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A3: There used to be a space in the school library. It has diffused
natural lighting from high windows. It was infrequently used & quiet. And it had tables & chairs of
various heights, so everyone could use the ones that were most comfortable. 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@adelee23 Absolutely makes sense. Reminds me of @bennessb's concept of dynamic disabilities.
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A1: Some days I do and others don’t. But I have noticed how my migraines have
changed with time. Including certain foods, at what time I go to sleep, etc #Migrainechat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
A3: Home I guess because I can adjust stuff more as needed! Idk if I have been in a situation where
I’ve had a migraine so bad while out and about but I figure different places wouldn’t be
accommodating. And I guess work a bit cause we are still remote. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@YadiraR787 @beth_morton Department stores are massive triggers for me too. The lighting, the
crowds, the perfume counters. I avoid them at all costs. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A4. (This is in no way a criticism of the question!) I've been experimenting lately with
thinking about *legible* and *illegible* disability, rather than in/visible (I'm sure I got this from someone
else here on twitter) (cont) #MigraineChat 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
A3. I’m lucky to have a work and home situation that works with my limitations. I WFH and live only
with my partner so I set up my home as a quiet, dark migraine cave. Previously, I failed spectacularly
at living with roommates, working an office job, and working an outdoor job 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4. Most of my disabilities are both invisible and dynamic: EDS and comorbidities; LC-
associated ME, POTS, etc., migraine. #MigraineChat (cont’d) 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Oops #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@nmelzack This!!!! It usually gets pretty bad midday, and it’s so nice to be able to do whatever I need
to! Also been great being able to use the ice pack while I work (if it’s possible at that moment to do
so). #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A4 cont. I've been thinking about this especially as I've been walking with a cane pretty much full-time
outside my apartment the last few weeks - my disability has become more easily legible to others in a
new way. (cont) #MigraineChat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A1. Yes, but it’s taken time. I’ve had migraines since age 4. I always missed wks of
school/work at a time, but family was hostile to treating that as *officially* disabling. Inevitable
worsening & the inability to manage practically forced acknowledgement. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4b. Sometimes my EDS “becomes” visible, especially pre-pandemic, when I wore my
full-leg knee brace for certain activities. It was always interesting/odd how differently people treated
me in those situations. I had standard replies to bite back the anger I felt. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A4 cont. BUT, my disability is often legible if you have the right decoder ring (the way I wear
sunglasses or NC headphones or hold my face or freeze when walking bc the pain spikes). This
doesn't mean it's legible to everyone at the same level all the time, mind. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A4. My roommate has been the most accommodating. Least accommodating has probably been
doctor’s offices. Urgent Cares love leaving me in bright fluorescent lights #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A4: Mine are all invisible. Migraine and endometriosis. Again, because they’re are
invisible, you are not taken seriously or seen as weak. Especially if you work in healthcare, believe it
or not. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A3.** not A4. 😬 #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: Some days, I need a cane for my POTS. On those visible days, I get a lot of looks
of pity or scorn. I do get more accommodations on those days, though. Which is kinda funny because
I actually need more help on bad migraine days that no one sees. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
A4: I think mine would be invisible? Though if I’m wearing braces, compression garments, or using a
cane, it becomes visible? Idk. But it’s definitely interesting how interact with me differently when I am
wearing stuff vs not. #MigraineChat 
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Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A2. I’m open about my limitations in advance but I tend to hold back when I need
accommodations in the present moment. Presenteeism is my toxic trait- I’ll tough out the whole work
day in lieu of goin home so I don’t inconvenience others #migrainechat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A4 cont. Which is all to say: Migraine is probably classified by many to be an invisible disability, and it
is my main disability. But it's only invisible sometimes and to those who don't look/ don't know what to
look for. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A4b: I was able to get accommodation at work thanks to my neurologist. But the
stigma is there #Migrainechat 

Nicole Melzack (they/them) @nmelzack 
A4 CN self harm I have an 'invisible' disability in terms of my mental health. But it is visible in a way
since my body is covered in self harm scars. I feel the stares when I'm out in new places, which isn't
fun. But people who I know don't stare or judge. #MigraineChat 1/2 

Nicole Melzack (they/them) @nmelzack 
Adding the invisible symptoms, the migraine and the other mental health ones into the mix, I find it's
hard for people to always understand what they haven't experienced. But I'm not asking for
understanding, just to be believed and respected.#MigraineChat 2/2 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you have an “invisible” disability *and* a visible one? If your disabled
experience is different for one versus the other (i.e., experiences with stigma, access,
accommodations), how so? #Migrainechat https://t.co/t2uplCUrmS 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A4. So i kinda have both. Migraine and fibro are invisible but I often make them visible with my Avulux
glasses and cane. I have mild scoliosis so I imagine that is visible if you can see my back when bent
over #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A4 cont. The way I'm treated definitely changes based on how legible my disability is. Genuinely, one
of the reasons I have the cane is so that people can more easily read my need for accommodation on
days I especially need it. #MigraineChat 

Dr Kendra Preston Leonard 🇺🇦 @K_Leonard_PhD 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Q3 grocery stores and big box stores are bad—the lighting always
flashing, echo-y noise, scents. Good: museums with low lights, lots of seating, hushed voices 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A2. Relatively open, at this point. It took time to realize, tho, that trying to not be sick
and then unintentionally and embarrassingly surprising other people with various manifestations of my
illness was way worse than openness and forewarning. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. If you have multiple conditions (disabilities: visible or invisible), are your treatments, access, and
accommodation needs ever in conflict: i.e., do your needs for one condition conflict with your needs
for another? How so? #MigraineChat https://t.co/StqaApove7 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 Yes this final note is so critical. It’s invisible but those around me know my tells and
can often see the pain in my eyes #MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
#migrainechat Yes! I didn't for many many years as it didn't occur to me. I never knew that you had to
didn't the word yourself. Nobody informs you you're disabled? Now I have ME/CFS, fibro and chronic
migraine there's no denying it. Started using the word...7 years ago? 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@SMauro1622 This is key. My family & closest friends know my migraine signals: the way my right
eye droops, the way I hold my head at an angle, the way I rub at my neck constantly, etc. So it *is*
visible if you know me. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A2: With people very close to me, it’s easy to communicate what I can & cannot do
cuz they just get it and never judge. Outside of my close circle, folks are generally sympathetic but I
wonder how truly understanding they are since migraine is still so stigmatized. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@kelseysmigraine I had NO idea I had scoliosis and a doctor noticed it during an exam and for a few
months that took precedent over the actual issues I was trying to treat only to confirm yeah your
spines a little twisted 😅 #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4: My disabilities are all "invisible," but their accommodations aren't.
Ppl are more accommodating/sympathetic when my accommodations are ones they understand/can
identify with (braces/slings, etc.). Interestingly, I get more discrimination from 1/ 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A5. I think this happens the most for me with temperature-related issues. My back
needs a heating pad but my POTS doesn’t want heat; my migraine wants an ice pack but my cold
sensitivity HURTS. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@catballouboo @beth_morton Yes I had this exact shift. Hiding it got to a point where suddenly they’d
be dealing with me violently ill compared to being up front and being surprised with the compassion I
was met with. #MigraineChat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A3. As I frequently tell my therapist, it’s extremely important for me to control my own
environment. But beyond my home/vehicle, I don’t feel well accommodated. (Which is especially
disappointing in medical spaces, but alas.) #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A5b. Interestingly, I’ve recently found myself a lot less sensitive to temperature
variation and am making some connections to my MCAS being more treated/controlled due to LC
treatment. Who knew that mast cells had to do with thermoregulations?? #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: there is some conflict. Migraine needs a space as dark & quiet as possible but my
ADHD hates understimulation. My POTS needs me to consume a lot of liquids & salt but migraine
nausea makes that impossible sometimes. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. The new migraine drugs all flare up my autoimmune disorder, the traditional
autoimmune drugs all cause migraine problems. Thankfully I’ve found a sweet spot with each
treatment but it’s very limiting going forward #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4 cont: wearing a baseball cap than almost any other
accommodation. So much SES/class bias! [In medical settings, academic settings, social settings, etc.
etc.] 2/2 

Sage @sagetoko 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Oh wow I completed forgot the ND aspects. The month and a half of
just sitting still in a quiet dark room when my sudden-onset LC symptoms (including intractable
constant migraine) started was HELLLLLLLL. As was the summer I couldn’t read from LC/ME.
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5. My meds for each are often in conflict with each other -- the process of trying and
switching meds for [redacted] has major impacts on me migraine-wise and therefore is a major
consideration when planning treatment. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. Have you ever tried to receive Disability benefits for #migraine or another condition (e.g.,
SSI/SSDI, PIP, or through an employer)? What was your experience like? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/6IeYkZBK9Q 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Q3: My home is def the most accommodating. I’m lucky that my light sensitivity is
taken seriously & not judged. Pretty much everywhere else is a tough go! (for now). #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5 cont maybe a good space for this. Unsure if Covid avoidance counts but I simply
don’t go anywhere because well fitting masks trigger migraines that are rather untreatable. I want to
be as protected as possible but it comes at a huge expense in the following days #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@sagetoko @beth_morton I'd forgotten about this but same. I'd love a heat pack on my cervical
neuralgia & arthritis but my POTS will not tolerate that at all. I use ice for my migraine but it throws my
thermal dysregulation off badly. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A6: No. I did include migraine when I applied for VA (Veterans)
disability, but migraine was denied. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: no, but I looked into disability benefits before I found a WFH job I can safely do. If
not for WFH, I would absolutely need it. #MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
A2 #migrainechat Very open. Migraine is an absolute constant for me. I'm also naturally an over
sharer and it's not in my nature to try to cover stuff up. If people don't like me talking about it, I guess
they avoid talking to me! 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 Yes, SSDI. In short, I left school and work started the process and was approved in
3 months. Having had my blog documenting my decline helped tremendously in articulating things for
all of the paperwork. #MigraineChat
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Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A4: If you looked at photos of me, I wouldn’t “look sick.” But when I need to go to the
doctor, pick up meds, etc I’m in VERY large sunglasses, have earplugs in, so you *might* suspect I
have something going on (migraine). I also have IBS, which is “invisible.” #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton The long version of my process I wrote about here #MigraineChat
https://t.co/nLrJ3lnYIh 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
A5: yes 100%. For example, I have to type A LOT for work. I have dragon which is great. But if I have
really bad TMJ pain, it is so uncomfortable and painful to dictate. Then if I type everything, my hands
and arms are on fire. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
A5b: then if I decide to just dictate…jaw starts hurting really badly. Head starts hurting. And boom
migraine lol. So it’s freaking sucks. Forever a catch-22. Just gotta pick what pain I’m willing to tolerate
at the time. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A5 cont. There are some meds I absolutely will not retry, some classes that are now a last-resort type
thing, etc. When trying a treatment for Thing A means potentially losing months or more to worsening
migraine, it's all extremely fraught #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@beth_morton I really like this question! So curious to see folks’ responses! #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@sagetoko @beth_morton There are so many of us who are ND with a headache disorder but they
get in conflict so easily. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6. I’ve recently run out the year of short-term disability from my employer, and I’ve
been on their LTD plan for a while now (weird overlaps and timing requirements all around). STD was
simple enough, but the LTD process is dehumanizing and constantly re-evaluated. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6b. It’s not necessarily clear to me which of my conditions they think qualifies me for
my LTD, but it is a (financial) relief that they do, I guess? #MigraineChat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A4. Invisible. My migraine disease, or at least how I usually present to other people
w/it, has been, um…unpersuasive? Crying and vomiting and passing out for sure garners more
attention than quiet, subjectively reported suffering. It’s unfortunate. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A6: Yes, after I became chronic, I applied for SSDI. Needed help with the application
but otherwise did it without a lawyer. Was approved in 6 months. Was shocked cuz I was expecting to
have to fight it. It shouldn’t be so difficult for so many to receive benefits. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@SMauro1622 Wow, this sucks😕. I’ve kinda had a somewhat similar situation bc I have OAB, and
caffeine is a bladder irritant. So when I started having the terrible headaches (which apparently have
all been migraines haha), I couldn’t take OTC meds because they have caffeine.#MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
@sagetoko @beth_morton My monthly med organiser is one of my most prized objects. Love it.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT. Any last questions or comments? Discussions of disability are nuanced and hard to have on
Twitter, so I appreciate your insightful responses, and openness and respect for each others’ answers.
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton I became so distressed after I filed because everyone insisted I would
need a lawyer or that I’d be denied and that just wasn’t the case for me either. Which was a relief but
goodness what a stressful process that felt very unsupported. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@purplegril I’m trying to practice this approach too in general. Like being sick and in pain is part of my
life right now, so if someone doesn’t want to hear about it, I guess they don’t want to hear about me!
Haha #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Thanks for hosting, Beth! #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Wow, this hour always flies by! Thanks, as always, Beth.💜 
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harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Has anyone had a continuing disability review, mine was part way through in April
2020 and just stopped. But I’m preparing to switch some doctors and would love to pick someone’s
brain #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank you all for joining me today! I enjoy our monthly chats so much! Don’t forget: use the
#MigraineChat hashtag the rest of the month if you have questions for the community or just need
support..Find more details in my pinned tweet thread. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Also, consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat group. We’re a really great bunch. Pinky swear.
When you join, read & accept the first rules message (w a 👍) and all other channels will become
accessible. https://t.co/M4zLMAKW8Q 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I’m going to take a break, but will be back later to check on replies. Remember, if you can’t join live for
any reason, you can come back and answer the #MigraineChat questions anytime! 

Dr Kendra Preston Leonard 🇺🇦 @K_Leonard_PhD 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Q5 If I’ve got a migraine starting, I tell everyone who needs to know. If
I’m out of my own house, I’ll ask for a restroom/other private space where I can do my injections
safely and then make clear what kind of space I need as the rx start to work. Not shy about it 

purplegril @purplegril 
A3 #MigraineChat I don't need much accommodation for my migraine, honestly. It's sticking to my
schedule that helps most. If I need to go lie down then people's homes are generally easiest and
public event spaces the absolute worst. 

Jessica is Running for School Board @Schwinnjessica 
My name is Jessica. I'm chatting today from Minnesota. I can't wait for the fireworks to be done for
myself and my dog. #MigraineChat 

Jessica is Running for School Board @Schwinnjessica 
A1. For a long time I did not consider myself disabled. After watching Crip Camp and following more
disability activists on Twitter, I know that with my mental health, ankle injury,& migraines, I am
disabled. #MigraineChat 

Jessica is Running for School Board @Schwinnjessica 
A2. My family and friends are familiar with my migraine, mental health, etc. Since my family has 5-6
generations of migraine sufferers in my family they are very familiar with the impacts and triggers. I
typically am not as open about it with employers. #MigraineChat 

Jessica is Running for School Board @Schwinnjessica 
A4. All my disabilities are invisible. All can be hidden incl. my ankle injury (except now during shorts
season). There's a lot of stigma for my mental health & migraine diagnosis (especially by employers). I
recognize my privilege in having invisible disabilities. #Migrainechat 

Jessica is Running for School Board @Schwinnjessica 
A5. I am lucky in that I haven't had conflicting treatments or needs. I also give credit to my all my
doctor's in being careful with med/treatment interactions. #MigraineChat 

Jessica is Running for School Board @Schwinnjessica 
A3. I find home like spaces to be most accommodating to my migraines. A lot of public places are
pretty hostile for migraines, especially in the throes of an attack. I can't really name the least
accommodating space, as most places are not accommodating. #MigraineChat 

Jessica is Running for School Board @Schwinnjessica 
A6. At this point in my life I have not applied for disability benefits. I do use state insurance and that
process is complicated and unnecessarily arduous. I have heard similar things about disability
benefits. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A6. I’m currently on state disability (short term disability) but I’m heading back to work in August 😅
The process itself was simple but to actually get my neuro to sign it and then have the disability office
to process it took almost 2 months #MigraineChat (1/2) 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
I was lucky to be able to rely on my family for 2 months but I know a lot of people wouldn’t be able to
do that. I’m a bit scared to go back to work cause I haven’t exactly found a treatment that has helped
yet so I might be learning about the SSDI process #MigraineChat (2/2) 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A6. Finally pursued disability a few yrs ago. I immediately enlisted a law firm bc, at that
point, I couldn’t effectively cobble together my own case or waste more time given severity. Progress
was predictably slow-ish, but straightforward, & outcome was good. #MigraineChat 

Dr Kendra Preston Leonard 🇺🇦 @K_Leonard_PhD 
#MigraineChat A2 if I’ve got a migraine starting, I tell everyone who needs to know. If I’m out of my
own house, I’ll ask for a restroom/other private space where I can do my injections safely and then
make clear what kind of space I need as the rx start to work. Not shy about it 
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Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@beth_morton A6: Yes via old employer. It was a lot. Thankfully, I was unionized & had good health
insurance & benefits. I eventually got on FMLA & was able 2 get disability benefits, but that process
was too much. Esp because I’ve been undiagnosed! #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
@HemingwayMuse Me either! They didn’t find out about my scoliosis till recently when most people
find out when they were kids #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A6: never thought about it. #Migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Schwinnjessica Oh, you are welcome! Thank you for hanging out with me for #MigraineChat! 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@SMauro1622 It really is!!! I feel like there’s so many different things we have to navigate
simultaneously. No wonder so many of experience fatigue, exhaustion, etc. 😩 #MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
@nmelzack #MigraineChat WFH is so amazing for this! 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
@beth_morton Thank you for this chat today. Questions were great, and I’m learning a lot from others!
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@kelseysmigraine So strange!! I think mine was a result of an injury to my knee that posture changes
caused some spinal shifts but goodness what a weird thing to discover as an adult! #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you all for joining me today! I enjoy our monthly chats so much! Don’t
forget: use the #MigraineChat hashtag the rest of the month if you have questions for the community
or just need support..Find more details in my pinned tweet thread. 

Dr Kendra Preston Leonard 🇺🇦 @K_Leonard_PhD 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4 the migraines are invisible, but MCTD/lupus means sometimes I
use a cane—very visible. The last few years, people have reacted about the same. I’ve been lucky not
to experience much stigma. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Thank you for the chat. I always look forward to #MigraineChat every month. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@purplegril @beth_morton Social smoothing is a good term for it. I feel like if I spoke honestly about
how I feel all the time, I'd just be a social downer even though it doesn't always depress me.
#MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
A4 #MigraineChat Mine are all invisible, but I now need to use a scooter to get about because walking
is too painful for me. So I'm very visibly disabled when I go out now. It's weird. I've actually had only
good experiences so far apart from the odd stare. It's nerve wracking

Dr Kendra Preston Leonard 🇺🇦 @K_Leonard_PhD 
@beth_morton Thank you. #MigraineChat is so helpful. 

Christine @catballouboo 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton The anticipation of the (rejecting) response is what’s so crippling.
It’s weird that I absolutely understood this in relationship to how anxiety works in general long before I
related it to my lifelong chronic illness. Wild process. #MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
A5 #MigraineChat Very mixed. Anything that makes my ME/CFS worse tends to make my migraine
worse, so mostly they're working together. However, I'm currently really struggling with the weird
mixture of fatigue and sleeplessness that comes with ME/CFS where napping... 

purplegril @purplegril 
...seems to make it worse but a nap when at highest pain point with migraine is usually actively
helpful. And now I'm finding that if I don't wear my CPAP (for sleep apnea) and fall asleep, my
migraine is worse on waking. CPAP on when high migraine pain SUCKS #MigraineChat 

Disabled In Action @DIA_NewYork 
RT @beth_morton: July is #DisabilityPrideMonth. Disability is not a monolith. Whether you consider
yourself disabled is very personal, as are any barriers you’ve faced due to disability. These questions
might also be personal and opinions varied. Please respect each others’ answers. #MigraineChat 
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purplegril @purplegril 
@MaeNena73 @SMauro1622 #MigraineChat I've never really had anyone signal that they recognise
the signs with me, and I *really really* want them to. I think it is as much because they would think
they're interrupting my autonomy as any other reason though. Complicated. 

purplegril @purplegril 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton #MigraineChat So much this 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@purplegril Oh this is interesting. There was a study about how oxygen/cpap can be beneficial for
migraine but they never really mentioned what you have on how hard it may be with higher pain.
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@purplegril @MaeNena73 So complicated! I want them to know and I want to know they know but I
don't want to be coddled and I don't want to be treated like I don't know what's best for myself, but
also (etc etc) #MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
#MigraineChat A6 I've applied for PIP twice...three times? Was awarded zero points each time. Didn't
have energy to appeal within time limit. Deeply angry about how terrible process is for energy limited
people. Currently putting together very thorough application very slowly. 

purplegril @purplegril 
@queenofnodx #MigraineChat Exactly this. I am out of energy to do anything else now. I'm also more
offended by being thought of as boring for talking about my life experience than I am anxious about
being judged. My anxiety hasn't reduced mind. I'm just very angry!  

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton An hour late to the game, not unusual for me, Mary in British Columbia🇨🇦
#MigraineChat 

purplegril @purplegril 
@HemingwayMuse #MigraineChat Completely unsurprising. Medical people seem weirdly
unconcerned re pain and comfort. Most people don't carry on with CPAPs because sleeping with
discomfort is such an adjustment. I'm like...OK I'm always uncomfortable, I'll manage! 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat That was A1 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2. Varies by context. Would rather talk about other things when I'm
with people. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Q3. Always need quick access to a restroom in case I suddenly feel
nauseated. Always take theatre seats at ends of rows nearest the exit and restroom. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4. No. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@purplegril #MigraineChat Q6. Received employment insurance disability (Canadian federal gov't) for
a while when first had chronic migraine. No problem applying and receiving, just filled out a form and
doctor filled out reason and signed it. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@purplegril #MigraineChat Q5 n/a 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you consider yourself disabled? Have you always or has this changed
over the course of your experience with #migraine (and/or other conditions)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/Ddu58hXG1z 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. How open are you with others - friends, family, colleagues, acquaintances,
etc. - about your #migraine or #migraine-related limitations? If it varies by context, can you share how
or why? #MigraineChat https://t.co/OnYWaaVtrs 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What spaces (environments) are most accommodating of your #migraine-
related limitations? In contrast, what spaces are least accommodating? Can you share why?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/ljpaoozLUH 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you have an “invisible” disability *and* a visible one? If your disabled
experience is different for one versus the other (i.e., experiences with stigma, access,
accommodations), how so? #Migrainechat https://t.co/t2uplCUrmS 
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Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. If you have multiple conditions (disabilities: Q5. If you have multiple conditions
(disabilities: visible or invisible), are your treatments, access, and accommodation needs ever in
conflict: i.e., do your needs for one condition conflict with your needs for another? How so?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/StqaApove7 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you ever tried to receive Disability benefits for #migraine or another
condition (e.g., SSI/SSDI, PIP, or through an employer)? What was your experience like?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/6IeYkZBK9Q 

Miz Kp @MizKpoto 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you have an “invisible” disability *and* a visible one? If your disabled
experience is different for one versus the other (i.e., experiences with stigma, access,
accommodations), how so? #Migrainechat https://t.co/t2uplCUrmS 

Sarah @SarahDanielDaye 
@beth_morton I am Sarah. I have recently moved to the Northern Virginia area from Maine. The
move has been rough from a medical standpoint. Very glad I found @beth_morton and #MigraineChat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
Despite having chronic vestibular migraine, I fought the term “disabled” for a long time, but yes, I can
admit now that I probably am disabled. Or differently baled at the very least. 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
A2. Everyone knows I have migraine disease. But I consistently pretend to be doing better than I am. 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
A3. My home is most accommodating. My parents make their home accommodating when I go there.
Otherwise I don’t find many places very accommodating these days. 

Oh TWIST! @H2OhTwist 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What spaces (environments) are most accommodating of your #migraine-
related limitations? In contrast, what spaces are least accommodating? Can you share why?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/ljpaoozLUH 

Casey @knitting_nutmeg 
@beth_morton A2. I’m fairly open about it. Migraine and its effects don’t hide. #MigraineChat 

Amanda (she/her) @CEOMomCo 
RT @kelseysmigraine: ✨ July’s edition with the amazing and wonderful @carmenrfiallo ✨ Every
month I’ll be interviewing BIPOC patients, healthcare providers, or advocates to highlight their work
#MigraineChat (1/3) https://t.co/HKOSrbVxO5 

National Headache Foundation (NHF) @NHF 
RT @beth_morton: Nominations for @NHF’s Headache Hero Awards are open. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
#NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can that be done? 

mew exp, pyra, fuzzy haus dragon @NAbleism 
RT @beth_morton: July is #DisabilityPrideMonth. Disability is not a monolith. Whether you consider
yourself disabled is very personal, as are any barriers you’ve faced due to disability. These questions
might also be personal and opinions varied. Please respect each others’ answers. #MigraineChat 

Kat by the Sea 🍁  @DownsideUpKat 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 

Candace D. @DiaryofaSickGrl 
Just sharing! 

CarmenRose (she/ella)🌈♿  @carmenrfiallo 
RT @kelseysmigraine: ✨ July’s edition with the amazing and wonderful @carmenrfiallo ✨ Every
month I’ll be interviewing BIPOC patients, healthcare providers, or advocates to highlight their work
#MigraineChat (1/3) https://t.co/HKOSrbVxO5 

Lana 🌿 @hissing_booth 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 

Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 

sam @undercafeinated 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 

Sparrow/Liz (hiatus) @UntoNuggan 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 

Michael Fulton @hillrat1156 
RT @beth_morton: Nominations for @NHF’s Headache Hero Awards are open. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @kelseysmigraine: ✨ July’s edition with the amazing and wonderful @carmenrfiallo ✨ Every
month I’ll be interviewing BIPOC patients, healthcare providers, or advocates to highlight their work
#MigraineChat (1/3) https://t.co/HKOSrbVxO5 

neurahealth @neurahealthco 
"Can you believe it? Next time someone tells you it's ""just a headache,"" you can point out that
migraine is one of the top ten most disabling illnesses. #migraine #migrainechat #headache
#headacherelief #worldhealthorganization #facts" https://t.co/NgFaXL5rEP 

Patent Masks Research & Development @PatentMasks 
RT @neurahealthco: "Can you believe it? Next time someone tells you it's ""just a headache,"" you
can point out that migraine is one of the top ten most disabling illnesses. #migraine #migrainechat
#headache #headacherelief #worldhealthorganization #facts" https://t.co/NgFaXL5rEP 

Alix May #StopTheShock @selkiewithwings 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 

Autumn @cronewitchswamp 
RT @neurahealthco: "Can you believe it? Next time someone tells you it's ""just a headache,"" you
can point out that migraine is one of the top ten most disabling illnesses. #migraine #migrainechat
#headache #headacherelief #worldhealthorganization #facts" https://t.co/NgFaXL5rEP 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
RT @Schwinnjessica: A3. I find home like spaces to be most accommodating to my migraines. A lot
of public places are pretty hostile for migraines, especially in the throes of an attack. I can't really
name the least accommodating space, as most places are not accommodating. #MigraineChat 

Chronically Undiagnosed @queenofnodx 
The irony of having a monster migraine the day after my first #MigraineChat. Definitely will have to
look through to hashtag for tips and such! I'm glad I realize that these aren't *just* headaches now lol. 

Cblove @ccbarn 
RT @OneSickVet: #NEISVoid #MigraineChat Is anyone taking Xolair *and* a migraine biologic? Can
that be done? 

cannon tekstar   @cannontekstar 
Hey #MigraineChat! @CSWhiteMD & I are about to start a tiktok live. Join us!  

Ashish GUPTA @AshishG55018536 
RT @neurahealthco: "Can you believe it? Next time someone tells you it's ""just a headache,"" you
can point out that migraine is one of the top ten most disabling illnesses. #migraine #migrainechat
#headache #headacherelief #worldhealthorganization #facts" https://t.co/NgFaXL5rEP 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@queenofnodx Oh no! I hope today is better. If you need a starting place on resources, check out my
pinned tweets. You can use #MigraineChat to flag questions anytime. But also feel welcome to join the
Discord group or check out my blog resources (with links to other migraine info). 
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